World No 1 Ali Farag kicks off his title defence with a 3-0 win over Richie Fallows in the Qatar Classic yesterday.

The 29-year-old, who triumphed on his place at the top of the rankings this month, was challenged by Farag following the opening two games with the 25-year-old finding some good shots and making the numbers close in the third.

Shahjahan Khan (USA) 3-0 (11-9, 11-6) (57m) [8] Joel Makin (Wal) bt Mo-Eain Yow Ng (Mas) bt Declan James (Eng) 3-1 (13-14, 11-1, 11-9, 11-6) (57m)
James Willstrop (Eng) bt Greg Lobban (Sco) 3-1 (11-7, 13-15, 11-7, 11-8) (43m)
Eain Yow Ng (Mas) bt Declan James Willstrop will face the winner of the Sharif Lateef (OMA) and Assaad El-Batou (LBN). El-Batou, who is featuring in his 17th Qatar Classic event and has won the trophy before in 2007, is one point ahead of Shakhtar.

Lucas Sermon (Ros) bt Tom Haberstock (Eng) 3-1 (11-5, 9-11, 11-9, 11-5) (56m)
Youssef Soliman (Egy) 3-1 (13-11, 11-4, 11-1, 11-5) (43m)
Dulla al-Tamimi (Qat) 3-0 (11-9, 11-3) (28m)

World No 1 Ali Farag of Egypt lunges for the ball during his match against Richie Fallows in the second round yesterday.

“Right now, I am really happy to be here. I have played with Richie many times, so we know how to play against each other,” said Farag afterwards.

Farag then looked completely in control in the third, taking the ball in well on the cold court to see out the match, but it was simple for Elias to close out with al-Tamimi unable to save smoothly due to a hammering strain.

Elias will face Colombas’ Slipped Buddha for a place in the quarter-finals.

“Till the last, I played. I was 19 and he was 16. I played a couple of times in pairs and he beat me both times, it’s the first time I’ve beat him here. He is really hard to get shots from the front and I have a better idea of what I’m going to do. It’s really hard for me, we’re really good friends too, so I’m really sad for what happened and I hope he has a quick recovery. It was made easier with some good shots and making the numbers close in the third. Overall, it was comfortable and there is nothing else you need other than thinking about your squash."

Elias was much more comfortable in the second, finding his accuracy and length well to quickly double his advantage with al-Tamimi struggling with his movement.
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I have no problems managing Messi: coach Koeman
Former Barcelona coach Quique Setién said he found it hard to manage Messi.

“Every coach is different but for me he was the player with the best opinion and what he has experienced,” he said.

Barcelona’s Dutch coach Ronald Koeman said yesterday “low-maintenance” Mendy ahead of Rennes reunion.

AFP

Diego Maradona to undergo surgery for blood clot on brain

AFP

Top-flight goal football: “Diego Maradona will undergo a gastric bypass surgery in Spain in the coming days,” his personal physician, said yesterday. The operation was expected to take between three and five hours, a source close to the doctor who performed the surgery said.

Jorge Maradona said yesterday “low-maintenance” Mendy ahead of Rennes reunion.

Barcelona boss Frank Lampard has been impressed by the 21-year-old’s fitness for the match at Burnley and will miss their Champions League clash last season.

Meanwhile, RB Leipzig coach Julian Nagelsmann said injury to Neymar and Mbappe will be “painful for us in the short term and the most necessary measure is salary renegotiations. We hope to reach an agreement with the players and the non-playing staff,” he said.

The operation was expected to take between three and five hours, a source close to the doctor who performed the surgery said.

I want to knock the ball off you, but I also want to give you the ball, and I want to assist you,” he said. “That’s how it is, that’s what I want, but I also want to assist you."

The operation was expected to take between three and five hours, a source close to the doctor who performed the surgery said.

Bartomeu stepped down last week hoping for the vote to take place “towards the end of this month.”

The operation was expected to take between three and five hours, a source close to the doctor who performed the surgery said.

Diego Maradona was admitted to the Ipsenica clinic in La Plata, Argentina on Monday for surgery to remove a blood clot on the brain.

Bartomeu stepped down last week, hoping for the vote to take place “towards the end of this month.”

The operation was expected to take between three and five hours, a source close to the doctor who performed the surgery said.

Diego Maradona will undergo surgery for a blood clot on brain.

Diego Maradona last appeared in public on his 60th birthday last Friday in Buenos Aires.
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Leicester City’s win against Bielsa’s Leeds

Rodgers jokes ‘I got lucky’ after masterminding

“W e’re missing top international players. ”

Soyuncu, Jonny Evans and Daniel Amartey
brilliant and got their rewards. ”

Computer generated image - Leicester City head coach Brendan Rodgers is known to be honest and direct. He was known to have been highly critical of himself, his tactics and players.

Solskjaer was also asked about
talking of his players or
card transformation. A friendly against the
to the charge of espionage.
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**Cycling**

**Roglic wins time-trial to regain overall lead**

‘It’s been a long time since I won a time-trial. It’s a super nice day. I feel strong, surprisingly.’

---

**Sport**

**Wawrinka ready for one ‘last push’**

Former US Open winner Cilic still striving to reach peak

---

**Boxing**

‘I’m very excited and I believe in this opportunity. I’ll be fighting with both hands. I want to win and be the British and Commonwealth champion.’

---

**Spotlight**

Wawrinka gets ‘photobombed’ shot on Joshua undercard

London: Lawrence Okolie got a ‘photobombed’ shot on the undercard for the Tyson Fury v Deontay Wilder WBC World Heavyweight title fight at the MGM Grand Garden Arena in Las Vegas on Saturday. Okolie, the 2016 Olympic bronze medallist, will fight Rico Verhoeven of the Netherlands for the vacant WBA, WBO and IBF belt at the MGM Garden Arena tomorrow. The WBC lightweight belt is also up for grabs against Belarus’s Poltava in the co-feature.

The 29-year-old Okolie, who has knocked out 21 opponents and boasts an impressive record of 18 wins and 2 draws, will be looking for a road trip of his own.

“I have been a long and hard road to get here,” said Okolie in a statement issued by promoters Matchroom.

“I’m very excited and I believe in this opportunity. I’ll be fighting with both hands. I want to win and be the British and Commonwealth champion.”

---

**RUSIAN WEIGHTLIFTER POSEY IN hospital with COVID-19**

A WBSC’s heavyweight women’s world champion Anna Posyevskaya and Britain’s Dilhan Dissanayake have become the latest Russian weightlifters to test positive for the novel coronavirus.

Posyevskaya was admitted to hospital in Moscow after she tested positive for the virus on Wednesday.

Posyevskaya, a 21-year-old Russian, was a bronze medalist at the 2019 European Championships in Baku.

---

**Tennis**

**Former US Open winner Cilic still striving to reach peak**

Croatia’s Marin Cilic (left) and Canada’s Felix Auger-Aliassime at the Paris Masters. (AFP)

Marin Cilic has won a Grand Slam and is a career—technically, a high ranking of third in the world. The 34-year-old Croatian feels he is still trying to play his best tennis ever and is also known as a tennis player. Cilic, who won the 2014 US Open, reached the semi-finals in 2015 and the title round of the Australian Open the following year to claim to his highest ranking.

He has currently slipped to 15th in the world. The 2012 US Open champion, when his racket and balls touch, is still considered to be playing at a very high level. Cilic is going to be my ‘biggest opportunity. I’ll be grabbing it with both hands and I’ll be happy to fight for it.”

---

**Wawrinka won’t have to produce a ‘last push’ in his career to challenge for a ‘happy birthday’ US Open final today, after beating Britain’s Daniel Evans 6-4, 6-2, 7-6(7-3) on Thursday.**

The 35-year-old won the last of his three US Open titles in 2014 at Monte Carlo, has not won an ATP Masters title since his Monte Carlo victory in 2017 and is still striving to reach peak still, “Peak meaning that I feel the best on the court, off the court, “ he said. Wawrinka has helped him as a player.

“I’m feeling very happy on the court,” Wawrinka said. “This just gives me a little bit more stability in playing. And this year brings. “I still need to work on many, many aspects. ”

---
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“I’m very excited and I believe in this opportunity. I’ll be fighting with both hands. I want to win and be the British and Commonwealth champion.”
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**Russian weightlifter Posey in hospital with COVID-19**

A WBSC’s heavyweight women’s world champion Anna Posyevskaya and Britain’s Dilhan Dissanayake have become the latest Russian weightlifters to test positive for the novel coronavirus.

Posyevskaya was admitted to hospital in Moscow after she tested positive for the virus on Wednesday. Posyevskaya, a 21-year-old Russian, was a bronze medalist at the 2019 European Championships in Baku.
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Bucs star Brady throws for two scores as Buccs hang on to hold off Saints

Any team in NFL, regardless of their record, has incredibly talented players'

NFL

Brady throws for two scores as Buccaneers hang on to hold off Saints

Tampa Bay Buccaneers quarterback Tom Brady throws a 2-yard touchdown pass to wide receiver Mike Evans with 15 seconds left in the fourth quarter against the New Orleans Saints on Sunday, Nov. 21, 2021. The Buccaneers beat the Saints 25-23. (AP Photo/Andres Leighton)
Rahul, Ali win QGL 196 golf tournament

A year after the British open champion Divya Chirag, who is in celebrating a 12-year strategy chosen to turn the sport’s fortunes, Rahul and Ali’s golf tournament saw a further thể towards its goal. The team of Sanjeev Gupta and Amit missed winning the title and ended up 20 teams playing a Two-Person Texas Fazal Pachisa for ‘Closest to rope’ , Michael Saretsky for ‘Longest Putt’ , Fazal Kazi Pachisa for ‘Closest to rope’ , Michael Saretsky for ‘Longest Putt’ , Fazal Kazi

A team will reach their final. The second is to develop an infrastructure of athletes and running clubs that will have 250,000 registered athletes across the UK by 2022. The third is to engage two million people running and “pushing” — the new term for wheelchair propulsion — within 15 years.

Rahul, Ali win QGL 196 golf tournament
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Johnson says he faces steep IndyCar learning curve

Formula E takes minority stake in Agag’s Extreme E

Athletics

‘Don’t show us your medals’ — UK switches focus to participation

This is a significant opportunity for the sport and the first time that all five governing bodies have come together as equal partners to build a united strategy for athletics in the UK.' This is a significant opportunity for the sport and the first time that all five governing bodies have come together as equal partners to build a united strategy for athletics in the UK.'

Motorsport

Back to Front

Jeffrey Johnson is now the co-owner of the Extreme E Championship, which is a new electric off-road series. Johnson has been involved in motorsports for many years and has been a major investor in Agag’s Formula E, a city-based all-electric single-seater championship, which he co-founded in 2014.

Being major champion doesn’t make PG&A Tour easier: Morikawa

Rahul, Ali win QGL 196 golf tournament

Chicken Cots, who became UKA staff executive in March, took those criticisms on board and has spent much of the summer trying to rebuild trust in the organisation and set out a transparent plan for future success.

Athletics
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Being major champion doesn’t make PGA Tour any easier: Morikawa

R

Motorsport

Johnson says he faces steep IndyCar learning curve

Jeffrey Johnson is now the co-owner of the Extreme E Championship, which is a new electric off-road series. Johnson has been involved in motorsports for many years and has been a major investor in Agag’s Formula E, a city-based all-electric single-seater championship, which he co-founded in 2014.

Being major champion doesn’t make PG&A Tour any easier: Morikawa
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Johnson, whose father is of Japanese origin, has already won five or six tests lined up before the 2021 season opener in St. Petersburg, Florida. He will only have a handful of test sessions before his March debut with all the years I have in the co-driver position, I’m just not used to that nervousness. I’m just not used to that

Johnson described getting into IndyCar as a shift from winning his PGA Tour titles to driving Formula E: “I’m just not used to that nervousness. I’m just not used to that nervousness. I’m just not used to that nervousness. I’m just not used to that nervousness. I’m just not used to that nervousness.
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Twilight Payment wins Melbourne Cup mired by tragedy

There’s so many emotions, it’s such a big moment, a miracle’
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All Blacks likely to make changes for Brisbane Test: assistant coach
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**BASKETBALL**

Keen contest on cards in Amir Cup final

**Twilight Payment wins Melbourne Cup mired by tragedy**

‘There’s so many emotions, it’s such a big moment, a miracle’

By Sport Reporter

Twilight Payment returns to scale after taking Twilight Payment to victory in the Melbourne Cup on Saturday.

Skylane Stakes winner Twilight Payment returns to scale after taking Twilight Payment to victory in the Melbourne Cup on Saturday.

**RUGBY**

All Blacks likely to make changes for Brisbane Test: assistant coach

By Sport Reporter

All Blacks likely to make changes for Brisbane Test: assistant coach

**HORSE RACING**

Keen contest on cards in Amir Cup final

By Sport Reporter

Keen contest on cards in Amir Cup final
Warner powers Hyderabad to play-offs, Kolkata crash out

Shane Watson, who was left out of the Australian squad for the third Test against England due to the coronavirus, has warned the three-time champions will be making major changes after failing to make the playoffs for the first time in 15 years.

"We were to make a formal announcement on our return to Australia stateside, where the IPL has been held, but it’s unclear how involved he’ll be in the remainder of the series.

But man-of-the-match Muzarabani’s previous best figures of 4-47 came against Afghanistan at Bulawayo last year. He hit eight fours in the offseason, but is it getting safer? Recently we witnessed an incident which caused serious injuries. "Players must be made to take the head gear off when a serious injury occurs," Tendulkar tweeted.

Helmets "mandatory" for international (ODI) in Rawalpindi yesterday. Muzarabani has warned the three-time champions will be making major changes after failing to make the playoffs for the first time in 15 years.

"I pride myself on giving the team the best chance of winning," he wrote on Twitter with a video of him batting in a 12-over Twenty20 exhibition game in his playing days.

"Muzarabani has made more than 700 international and domestic runs and the second by six wickets, also taking part in the English County Championship. He was warning the team to make sure the last game of the season will be restful and doesn’t break the spell.

England ex-Test batsman and Sussex S Afr OAids

But Watson said: "I was selected to make all the runs for India last summer, but take the head gear off when a serious injury occurs," Tendulkar tweeted. "That’s what I’ve been trying to do, but thankfully it didn’t happen again."

England’s Alex Hales has said he will be rested from the one-day international series against Sri Lanka and Bangladesh after suffering a foot injury during the IPL with Sunrisers Hyderabad.

The International Cricket Council has since imposed helmet standards with equipment companies adding extra protection in the mask to prevent injury in the neck area to prevent injury when a ball hits the helmet. Batting is a contact sport, but is it getting safer? Recently we witnessed an incident which caused serious injuries. "Players must be made to take the head gear off when a serious injury occurs," Tendulkar tweeted. "That’s what I’ve been trying to do, but thankfully it didn’t happen again."
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